Managed MT

**Benefits**

- **The quality you need at a fraction of the costs** – define the quality framework that best suits your business objectives
- **Flat fee subscription model** – budget planning made easy, without time-consuming quotation and approval process
- **The marriage of AI and human experts** – combine the best of both worlds to reach your customers faster and more cost-efficiently

Do you wish that you could serve your international customers much faster, more extensively, and in more languages without increasing your budgets? That you could define the quality parameters that best meet your localization business objectives? And ideally all of this at a fraction of your current costs and for an easy-to-calculate fixed price?
The quality you need at a fraction of the cost

Milengo is the first major player to develop a brand new service category which combines the quality of human translation with the speed and low costs of machine translation. With this new product category called Managed MT you will benefit from a much better quality/cost ratio than any other traditional translation services, including PEMT.

Managed MT is based on the latest developments in artificial intelligence, completely redesigned localization processes, a dynamic quality management framework and workflow automation. This results in a significant increase in speed and cost efficiency while retaining the high reliability you are used to receiving from specialist translators. We have leveraged more than 25 years of localization industry experience serving some of the world’s prominent global organizations when developing this new service category.

“With Managed MT, the previously cost-prohibitive language barriers of corporate communication will soon be overcome. And your international target audience will be much bigger and less complicated for you to manage, without increasing your budgets!”
Simplify your translation budget planning

Translations are traditionally calculated in small units - per word or per sentence in the source or target language, including repetitions, 100% matches, fuzzy matches, etc. Not only is this unnecessarily complicated for many translation buyers, it also makes budgeting clumsy and hard for you to predict. And the quotation and approval process does not only consume your time but also delays time-to-market of your company’s localization initiatives.

With Managed MT, you can take a big step into the future. Based on your quality requirements, size of your translation memories, and estimated translation volumes, you simply chose S, M, L or XL package deals that are far more cost efficient than your previous pricing model.

MANAGED MT SUBSCRIPTION MODEL

“
You will know exactly what to expect when you create your annual localization budgets, and will have significant additional capital to invest in further localization efforts.
Manage your projects from one single location

The cloud platform LanguageDesk is included in the Managed MT solution. It allows you to compile reports of the most important key figures, such as quality metrics, turnaround times of translations, total volumes per language, and much more. LanguageDesk can also be connected to your CMS or PIM to ensure a fully integrated technical solution, which will save a lot of your time.

“For your time-to-market objectives, it is critical that the entire translation solution is highly integrated with your major content repositories to ensure maximum process efficiency.”
Tailor-made quality

Do you know which quality aspects are most important to you? Apart from accurate translation you may have specific requirements relating to translation quality: the use of particular terminology, a high degree of linguistic consistency, or compliance with certain corporate guidelines. We precisely diagnose your requirements and customize your Managed MT engine accordingly. This detailed analysis of your specific requirements is the first step towards delivering success.

Subject matter experts from your industry domain will be an integral part of your Managed MT solution. They verify that your translations conform to the quality requirements that you defined, correct any relevant error types and perform additional quality assurance checks before final delivery of localized content.

State of the art machine learning technology

Managed MT is based on the latest developments in artificial intelligence (AI) and neural networks. Your customized Managed MT engine will deliver significantly better results than consumer products such as Google Translate or DeepL. And what is particularly important: for any sensitive and confidential information your documents may contain, we ensure the highest level of security and data protection. The Managed MT engine guarantees that your data will be processed in a 100% secured area and will not be accessible to any parties other than you and us.
For more than 25 years, Milengo supports global enterprises as a reliable and knowledgeable language partner for their international market expansion. With the groundbreaking service category, Managed MT, for the localization of technical and commercial content, global players can gain a decisive competitive advantage. You profit from the significantly lower costs and increased productivity, individually tailored to your quality configuration.

Would you like to learn more about our Managed MT product? Please email us at sales@milengo.com

Available starting Spring 2019